Abstract-Coupled oscillators are complicated high-dimensional dynamical systems. They can exhibit a wide variety of rich dynamics which could lead to novel applications in engineering. In this brief we describe a torus-doubling phenomenon observed from four mutually coupled Chua's circuits. The qualitative dynamical behavior of the coupled system is robust, yet the exact behavior is very sensitive to the initial conditions and the parameter values of the Chua's circuits. We present numerical simulation results from the system model which are in good qualitative agreement with the experimental measurements.
are considering a realization of the chaotic chip and its efficient engineering applications.
I. INTRODUCTION
Coupled oscillators are complicated high-dimensional dynamical systems. They can exhibit a wide variety of dynamics which can be exploited for novel engineering applications, such as secure communication [1] , [2] , sound synthesis, etc. Torus doubling is an interesting bifurcation phenomenon which can occur in systems having several coupled oscillators. A torus attractor is said to exhibit a torus-doubling phenomenon if at some critical parameter value it loses its normal stability to create a nearby torus attractor having approximately twice its surface area. The torus-doubling bifurcation phenomenon has been observed in numerical investigations [3] - [5] and experiments [5] - [7] , [16] , [17] , respectively. In order to prove the existence of a torus doubling bifurcation, additional technical assumptions must be introduced [8] . To visualize the behavior of four-dimensional dynamical systems, one constructs an associated Poincaré map of such systems on a three-dimensional section. Ashwin and Swift utilize a so-called torus unfolder [9] for a system of four weakly coupled van der Pol type oscillators [10] . The four outputs of the oscillators are fed into the torus unfolder which generates a voltage proportional to the phase angle of the ith oscillator at the points when the 4th oscillator is defined to have zero phase. This generates a Poincaré section of the dynamics. The output of the unfolder is sampled by an analog-to-digital converter and displayed in color on a computer screen.
In this paper we present a scenario of a torus-doubling phenomenon observed from a system of four mutually coupled Chua's circuits. To observe this complicated behavior visually, we also use a Poincaré return map. However, rather than using the torus unfolder described by Ashwin and Swift, we choose the hyperplane of constant iL as the Poincaré section, where i L is the current flowing through the inductor L in one of the Chua's circuit. We observe the points where iL = I , for some fixed I , and project them onto the vC1 -vC2 plane. Although the state space of the system is 12-D, this projection of the dynamics onto a two-dimensional Poincaré section still reveals the important features of the torus-doubling phenomena. The system of four mutually coupled Chua's circuits we examine in this paper is described in Section II. An interesting landscape of torus-doubling bifurcation phenomenon observed from the system is presented in Section III. Some results numerically simulated via the software INSITE [11] are also presented in this section to illustrate results from the model agreeing qualitatively to the experimental observations.
II. DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM
The system we examine in this paper is shown in Fig. 1(a) . Four identical Chua's circuits [12] - [14] are mutually coupled via six linear resistors R c . The parameters in each Chua's circuits are assumed to be identical to those in the other Chua's circuits initially. The dynamics of each uncoupled Chua's circuit is governed by the following state equations: (1)
where v C1j ; v C2j , i Lj are the voltages across capacitors C 1j ; C 2j , and the current flowing through the inductor Lj , respectively, and
is the v-i characteristic of the Chua's diode NRj shown in Fig. 1 
(b).
Thus the state equations describing the system in Fig. 1 (a) are as follows:
where Rc is the resistance of the linear coupling resistors and C 1j = C 1 ; C 2j = C 2 ; L j = L; R 0j = R 0 ; R j = R, and NRj = NR, for j = 1; 2; 3; 4.
III. TORUS-DOUBLING BIFURCATION IN FOUR MUTUALLY COUPLED CHUA'S CIRCUITS

Poincaré Map for Torus-Doubling Bifurcations
The asymptotic behavior in the v C1 -v C2 phase plane of Chua's circuit is muddled by an infinite tangle of intersections of the trajectory upon itself. An effective method to untangle such a mess of points and extract some useful asymptotic information is to analyze the dynamics of the associated Poincaré map.
In our investigation we use the current i L flowing through the inductor L of one Chua's circuit to define the Poincaré section and observe the points where the trajectories cross the plane iL = I and project them onto the corresponding v C1 -v C2 . I is a constant current chosen to fix the Poincaré section. In this way, the dynamical behavior of each coupled Chua's circuit can be observed on the Poincaré section on an oscilloscope. 
Torus-Doubling Bifurcation Phenomenon Observed from the System
The following parameters values for the Chua's circuits of the system shown in Fig. 1(a) are fixed for our study: of each coupled Chua's circuit and observe a sequence of perioddoubling bifurcations of limit cycles. We also find that by changing the parameters, these limit cycles bifurcate into torus attractors. Thus to each limit cycle corresponds a torus attractor and to the period doubling of limit cycles corresponds torus doubling of torus attractors. To describe the torus attractor corresponding to a n periodic orbit, we define Tn as a two-dimensional torus embedded in the phase space which wraps around n-times, in correspondence with a periodn periodic orbit. While a n-periodic orbit gives us n intersection points with a suitable Poincaré plane, the intersection of T n with a suitable plane would result in n simple closed curves. In our experiments we only vary R 1 and R 2 and keep R 3 and R 4 fixed. Fig. 2(a)-(o) show the trajectories and the corresponding Poincaré , R 3 = 917 , and R 4 = 3628 , the system exhibits a T 1 torus as shown in Fig. 2(a) . This torus attractor results from a bifurcation of a period-1 limit cycle. When R1 = 801 , R2 = 1910 , R3 = 917 , and R4 = 3628 , the period-1 limit cycle bifurcates into a period-2 limit cycle. The projection of this trajectory onto the v C1 -v C2 plane and the corresponding Poincaré map of the output voltages v C1 and v C2 from the third Chua's circuit are shown in Fig. 2(b) . Increasing R 1 slightly to R 1 = 934 while keeping the rest fixed, a bifurcation is observed, resulting in a T2 torus attractor [ Fig. 2(c) ]. In this case, the loci on the Poincaré section corresponds to the type-II curve doubling phenomenon defined in [5] . However, with R 1 = 951 while keeping the other resistors as above, we observed another interesting type of T 2 torus doubling bifurcation, as shown in Fig. 2(d) . Here, the type-II loci consist of two type-I curves as defined in [5] , i.e., the torus lies on a surface generated from a combination of type-I and type-II torus-doubling. 1 Further variation of R 1 and R 2 while keeping R 3 and R 4 fixed, we observe period 3 . A period-7 and a T 7 torus attractor were also 1 In [5] , type-I doubling of a closed curve resulting from a map (in our case the map is the Poincaré map) occurs when a simple curve is transformed into another curve twice its length, but folded to resemble the original curve. Type-II doubling occurs when a simple curve is transformed into two disjoint curves similar to the original curve. found as shown in Fig. 2(m) and (n). In Fig. 2(o) we show that the T5 torus in Fig. 2 (j) has doubled via a type-II torus doubling [5] , i.e., each circle in Fig. 2 (j) has bifurcated into 2 circles close to each other.
It can be concluded, based on our experimental observations from the system shown in Fig. 1(a) , that a period-doubling bifurcation precedes the torus-doubling bifurcation of a torus, and a period-n limit cycle bifurcates into a Tn torus; in other words, a period-n period-doubling bifurcation is associated with an T n torus doubling bifurcation. The torus-doubling bifurcation phenomenon in the system is robust and can be observed from each coupled Chua's circuit of the system for several different combinations of values of R j .
To confirm our experimental measurements, the system was simulated numerically using the system model equations (3) via the software INSITE [11] and the results are shown in Fig. 3(a)-(d) . Due to the sensitivity to the initial conditions and parasitics, it is difficult to get exactly the same data set which matches the experimental observations to the numerical observations. Nevertheless, it can be noted from the figures that our simulation results are in good qualitative agreement with those shown in Fig. 2 , and hence validating the mathematical model (3) for describing the system in Fig. 1(a) . We see in Fig. 3(c) that the Poincaré section has a folding structure, suggesting a nearby torus breakdown route to chaos.
IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper we present several torus-doubling bifurcation phenomena observed experimentally and simulated numerically from four mutually coupled Chua's circuits. It is shown from these observations that the torus-doubling bifurcation phenomenon is robust in such a system. It can be observed for several different combinations of parameter values of the linear resistors R j (j = 1; 2; 3; 4). However the exact behavior is very sensitive to the initial conditions and to changes in the values of the resistors Rj (j = 1; 2; 3; 4). Therefore, special care is needed in order to reproduce the results presented here.
Experiments indicate that the topological structures of the attractors of each coupled Chua's circuit in this system has a torus-like structure, when the values of R j (j = 1; 2; 3; 4) are properly chosen.
The power spectra generated by the system are different from those generated by the uncoupled Chua's circuit, and may find interesting applications in sound synthesis [15] .
